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1 Introduction

One of the most heavily studied economic phenomena of recent years is the
pattern of earnings inequality in developed countries. A growing literature
deals with the di�erences in inequality across countries and tries to shed
light on the reasons why some developed countries experienced a sharp in-
crease in earnings inequality, while inequality remained roughly constant or
even declined in other countries.1 To pick two frequently mentioned exam-
ples, between and within group earnings inequality increased strongly in the
US, whereas in Germany inequality between and within groups remained
constant at comparatively low levels or even decreased in the same period.2

According to the bulk of the literature, changes in inequality were driven
by technological shocks which increased the relative demand for part of the
labor force, namely skilled and educated labor (computerization), decreased
the relative demand for low skilled labor (globalization), and by the exibi-
lization of labor market institutions.3 Empirical evidence4 however suggests
that developed countries had to cope with virtually identical shocks, so dif-
ferences in the levels of inequality and in their development are explained
with di�erences in country speci�c institutions interacting with the driving
shocks.5

The model presented in this paper elaborates a mechanism complemen-
tary to the many discussed in the literature which are based on institutions
like minimum wages, unemployment bene�t systems or central bargaining.
It seems that these explanations fail to explain some aspects of the question
of inequality, and some authors like Abraham and Houseman (1993), Nickell
and Bell (1996), Nickell (1997) and recently Freeman and Schettkat (2001)
have indicated that a crucial, but so far neglected, factor to understand the
distinct development might be di�erences in educational systems.

While the argument is often used informally, no e�ort has been made
so far to provide a theoretical foundation of the interaction of the school-
ing system, human capital accumulation and inequality. This paper lines
out a potential explanation why the educational system might matter, and
why the human capital distribution is more compressed in some countries.
Education is viewed as a production process that transforms individual en-
dowments into human capital. Endowments as well as human capital have
several dimensions. After producing the desired varieties of human capital
using their heterogeneous endowments, individuals sell their human capital

1Compare Freeman (1999) and Katz and Autor (1999) for detailed surveys and refer-
ences for empirical evidence.

2Gottschalk and Smeeding (1997), Blanchower and Slaughter (1999), Freeman (1999),
Telhado-Prereira and Silva-Martins (2000).

3Katz (1999), and Katz and Autor (1999).
4Berman, Bound and Machin, 1998, and Machin and Van Reenen, 1998).
5See Katz and Autor(1999), and Nickell and Layard (1999), and Blanchard and Wolfers

(2000) for an overview over the explanations in the literature.
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on the labor market. Abstracting from other institutional di�erences, it will
be shown that the structure of the education system plays the crucial role for
the e�ects of the shocks mentioned on between and within group inequality.

The paper is a complement to models focusing on the structure of the
shocks driving changes in inequality and the channels through which this
happens. Most of the literature, like the model by Theshmar and Thoenig
(2000), takes the structure of labor supply as given and �xed, and assume
labor to be heterogeneous and divided into skilled and unskilled, which them-
selves are largely homogenous groups, and are therefore only suited for ex-
plaining developments in between group inequality.6 The model presented
below focusses on the endogenous determination of the structure of human
capital o�ered on the labor market. Therefore, it extends these models by
endogenously specifying labor supply and analysing changes in the structure
of labor given the education system.7 The model is very much in the spirit
of Galor and Moav (2000) in allowing to analyze aspects of between and
within group inequality, but it goes further in explicitly incorporating an
education process, giving rise to cross country di�erences in the reaction to
identical shocks. Moreover, shocks are explicitly modeled to a�ect the labor
demand side, giving a more precise meaning to the notion of why technolog-
ical changes should be 'ability biased' and taking general equilibrium e�ects
into account.

Section 2 lays down a simple model in which ex ante heterogeneous
individuals decide upon the structure of the human capital they supply on
the labor market. The main results regarding inequality are presented in
section 3. Section 4 analyzes the channels through which education systems
generate di�ering inequality results across countries, even with an otherwise
identical structure of the economy and the same driving shocks. Section 5
discusses the empirical relevance of the theoretical framework, and section
6 concludes.

6In the paper by Theshmar and Thoenig (2000), prices for heterogeneous types of labor
are driven by the interrelation of the rate of creative destruction, market volatility, and
the organizational choices of �rms. Moebius (2000) provides a similar argument when
explaining secular changes in organizations and market structure. Models investigating
within group inequality include e.g. Galor and Tsiddon (1997), Acemoglu (1998,1999),
Aghion, Howitt and Violante (2000), Caselli (1999).

7An early model treating education as production process by Ben-Porath (1967) con-
centrates on the dynamically optimal human capital accumulation path for an individual.
Kim (1989) presents a related model of human capital accumulation where individuals
face a trade-o� between depth and breadth of human capital they want to acquire. How-
ever, the paper's focus is mainly on the quality of the match and how it is a�ected by
market size. Helpman and Rangel (1998) focus on the interaction between schooling and
on-the-job learning in investigating workers' education and sector decision in the presence
of technological progress that either complements or substitutes education.
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2 A simple Model of Human Capital Formation

In what follows, individuals supply labor and �rms produce output using
labor and sell the output on perfect markets in a small open economy. The
model is static.8

2.1 Individuals

The economy is populated by a unit mass continuum of individuals j, with
j 2 [0; 1]. In order to make a living, individuals have to generate income
by selling human capital Hj on the labor market. Human capital is not
tradable, that is it is incorporated in its owner and only he can sell it. To
keep things as simple as possible without eradicating the complex multidi-
mensionality completely, human capital is viewed as two-dimensional. To
�x ideas, one can think of human capital as applied knowledge that allows
a worker to perform a task with certain e�ciency, precision or speed, or to
use other inputs or tools in the given production process in a cost-saving
manner. Loosely speaking, by "specializing" on a given task, productivity
can be increased, so this depth of knowledge allows to handle a technol-
ogy more e�ciently.9 However, it seems obvious that in a changing world,
also the capability of adapting to new technological environments, changing
tasks and responsibilities or switching to the production of completely dif-
ferent �nal outputs is an important component of human capital embodied
in employees. This type of human capital is called abstract knowledge.10

Following the examples given, applied knowledge will also be called inten-
sive and abstract knowledge extensive human capital, and will be denoted
I and E, respectively.11 Human capital is a vector Hj = (Ij ; Ej).

Individuals do not own human capital by nature. Rather, they have to
acquire it in a production process called education. As inputs in this process
they use all endowments they have at their disposal. Again abstracting from
the complexity found in reality, there are only two sorts of endowments in the
model economy. One is called schooling sj , which is not to be confused with
the education process. Schooling is provided at zero cost by some authority
(the "government") and is the same for all members of society, so sj = s; 8j.
Intuitively, schooling can be interpreted as the education infrastructure,
the provision of teachers, schools, universities and the availability of books,
computers etc.. For example, every individual is entitled to go to school or

8The model can be easily put into a dynamic overlapping generations framework similar
to Galor and Moav (2000) without a�ecting any of the results.

9Essentially, this is the type of human capital that stands behind increasing returns
technologies like in Theshmar and Thoenig (2000) and Moebius (2000).

10Using the de�nition of Hassler and Rodriguez-Mora (2000), abstract knowledge helps
to solve a problem never faced before by resorting to known abstract concepts.

11This termination follows Kim (1989).
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university for a certain number of years, to use libraries etc.12 Since there
are no explicit costs for schooling, every individual will utilize his entire
endowments in what follows.

In reality, individuals and their human capital are heterogeneous. Some
people adapt faster to changes in their environments, others are more pro-
ductive in certain tasks than their mates, even though they went together
through the same schools. In order to capture this fact, it is assumed that
members of society are heterogeneous with respect to their second endow-
ment, innate ability aj . This can be thought of as cognitive ability, intelli-
gence, or learning capacity. For simplicity, assume that ability takes on some
positive real value between zero and �a, that is aj 2 [0; �a], and is distributed
uniformly.13

The fundamental problem for an individual is therefore to �nd the mix of
abstract and applied knowledge (or extensive and intensive human capital) E
and I to o�er on the labor market which maximizes his income. Individuals
use all endowments at their disposal, schooling and ability, to produce the
two components of human capital. In the remainder of the paper, it will be
assumed for simplicity that both types of human capital are produced with
separate production functions, each employing both inputs in any desired
combination.14 The only assumption that is crucial for the results of the
paper is that both technologies di�er in their relative use of inputs, while
the production processes are technologically the same for all individuals in
the economy.

In what follows, it is assumed that the production of extensive human
capital is relatively more ability-intensive, while intensive human capital is
more schooling-intensive. Intuitively, ability helps in adopting to changing
environments more than schooling does.15 On the other hand, concrete and
directed schooling is relatively more e�cient in creating productivity and
applied knowledge in a certain task or �eld of tasks than ability. Individuals
therefore face a trade-o� between using what they have at disposal for one
or the other purpose.

12The assumption of homogeneous provision of schooling will be relaxed below. How-
ever, it is not as unrealistic as it might �rst seem: Educational expenditure per capita is
roughly comparable across developed countries. Compare OECD (2000a).

13The assertion of an upper bound of intelligence �a is made due to the assumption
of a uniform distribution of ability. However, the somewhat unrealistic assumption of a
uniform distribution can be relaxed making it unnecessary to specify �a without changing
the results.

14This is just a simpli�cation and could easily be relaxed, assuming e.g. a technology
using two inputs to produce two outputs simultaneously. It is also not essential whether
constant, increasing or decreasing returns to either of the inputs are assumed, as is shown
in an Appendix available from the author upon request.

15Hassler and Rodriguez-Mora (2000) claim that ability or "intelligence" is what mat-
ters for adapting to new situations or technologies. In the present model, extensive human
capital is the necessary tool, which is in turn more closely linked to ability than to school-
ing.
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2.2 Human Capital Formation

By assumption, individual endowments cannot be traded, so every individual
j faces the constraints aj = ajE+ajI and sj = sjE+sjI = s, where E denotes
abstract knowledge (extensive h.c.) and I applied knowledge (intensive h.c.).
In the process of education, individuals can transform their endowments
into human capital of the form of abstract and applied knowledge. For the
moment, assume that an individual cannot produce both simultaneously,
but has to decide to produce one of the two exclusively.16 For simplicity, let
the educational technologies be linear. In an appendix available from the
author, it is shown that all results from this linear set-up hold for non-linear
technologies with decreasing marginal returns and simultaneous creation of
both types of human capital.

Ej = �ajE + (1� �)sE (1)

Ij = �ajI + (1� �)sI (2)

with �; � 2 (0; 1) and the following assumptions on the parameters:17

Premise 1. � > �, and let � > (1� �).
Premise 2. �

� > pI
pE
, where pE is the price paid for (a unit of) extensive

human capital on the labor market, and pI is the price for intensive human
capital.

Premise 3. a > s.
These premises only reect the mentioned di�erences between technolo-

gies with respect to their relative use of inputs: Ability has a higher marginal
productivity in E-production, and this technological feature also translates
into higher marginal revenue productivity (that is that, for the moment,
price levels do not converse the technological property in terms of revenue,
which is the relevant decision parameter). Additionally, some individuals
have "relatively high ability" (with aj > s) and some "relatively low abil-
ity" (with aj < s).18

An individual's decision problem is to �nd the allocation of individual
endowments of schooling and ability in the production of extensive and
intensive human capital that maximizes income, that is revenues from selling
human capital on the labor market. For the decision, pE and pI are taken
as given. The revenues can be graphed as a function of ability aj , as is

16The case of simultaneous production is discussed below.
17The assumption that �;� 2 (0; 1) is made to make the example more comparable to

the full model developed in the appendix, where � and � are the income shares of ability
in the respective educational sectors. For the linear model, this assumption is not essential
and can easily be relaxed. See below.

18Premise 3 is only necessary as a consequence of the assumption that ability's and
schooling's marginal productivities are inversely related (i.e. � and (1��), respectively).
If schooling had a parameter unrelated to �, that is if e.g. E = �ajE + �sE , the premise
would be redundant.
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done in Figure 1. Individuals endowed with high ability can earn a higher
income by producing extensive human capital while those gifted with little
ability fare better by selling intensive human capital. The ability level a�

at which revenues for extensive and intensive human capital are identical,
pEE(a) = pII(a), can be calculated to be:

a� =
(pI(1� �)� pE(1� �))

pE�� pI�
s: (3)

Individuals produce the variety of human capital which promises higher
revenues, so those of ability intensities lower than the threshold a� choose
to acquire applied knowledge, the others transform their endowments into
abstract knowledge. The threshold is increasing in pI and decreasing in
pE .

19 Individual income can then be written as

yj = pEEj + pIIj : (4)

while every individual produces only one or the other type of human capital.
The total supply of human capital is obtained by aggregating up exten-

sive and intensive human capital over the entire population:

I =
Z a�

0
I(aj)dj =

�

2
a�2 + (1� �)sa� (5)

E =
Z �a

a�
E(aj)dj =

�

2
(�a2 � a�2) + (1� �)s(�a� a�) (6)

The ratio of the two gives the relative supply of extensive to intensive human
capital:

(
E

I
)S =

�
2 (�a

2 � a�2) + (1� �)s(�a� a�)
�
2a

�2 + (1� �)sa�
(7)

It is straightforward to show that @E
@a� < 0, @I

@a� > 0, and @(E=I)S
@a� < 0. Since

the threshold a� in turn depends on the (relative) prices of extensive and
intensive human capital, so does the size of their aggregate supplies. In par-
ticular, from eq.(3) and from footnote 19 it can be inferred that @a�

@(pE=pI)
< 0,

because for the individual only relative prices matter. This means that an
increase in (pE=pI) is in its qualitative e�ects on individual behavior equiva-
lent to an increase in pE with pI constant (or a fall in pI with pE constant).

19Since

@a�

@pE
=
�(1� �)(pE�� pI�)� [pI(1� �)� pE(1� �)]�

(pE�� pI�)2
< 0

and
@a�

@pI
=

(1� �)(pE�� pp�) + [pI(1� �)� pE(1� �)]�

(pE�� pI�)2
> 0
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Ceteris paribus, a rise in the (relative) price of extensive human capital in-
creases the supply of extensive human capital (since the threshold decreases,
therefore inducing more individuals to acquire extensive instead of intensive
human capital). Hence, also the relative supply of extensive to intensive
human capital is increasing in the relative prices:

@(E=I)S
@(pE=pI)

> 0: (8)

2.3 Firms and Labor Demand

Firms produce their single �nal output Y using human capital in the form
of extensive and intensive human capital. For simplicity, they face a given
�nal output price pY which is normalized to 1 on the competitive interna-
tional output market, and they can sell whatever they produce with the
human capital they are supplied with. Hence, their objective is to maxi-
mize pro�ts given output price and input supply. Also for simplicity, there
are no divisibility problems in the employment relationships between agents
and �rms, the labor market is frictionless and always clears, so there is no
unemployment. Due to symmetry, the results will not change if only one
representative �rm is assumed to act on output and labor markets. Let this
�rm produce output using only human capital according to a generic CES
production function of the form:20

Y = [
1
�E

��1
� + (1� )

1
� I

��1
� ]

�
1�� (9)

where � is the elasticity of substitution between extensive and intensive
human capital, and  is the share of extensive human capital in output pro-
duction which is determined exogenously. The necessary conditions of the
pro�t maximization problem imply a demand relation for the two compo-
nents of human capital as a function of their price ratio:

�
E

I

�
D
= (



1� 
)

�
pE
pI

�
��

: (10)

2.4 Labor Market Equilibrium

The equilibrium is characterized by the price ratio (pE=pI) for which the
input ratio supplied equals the one demanded by �rms. Because of the non-
linearity of the equilibrium relationship in the price ratio, it is not possible
to �nd a closed form solution for the equilibrium price. However, as a
consequence of the setup, the model has a unique equilibrium, since from
eq.(10) (eq.(7)) demand (supply) is continuous and monotonically decreasing
(increasing) in the price ratio.

20This speci�cation follows Nickell and Layard (1999) and Acemoglu (2001) in allowing
a simple representation for universal changes in relative labor demand.
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The results of the model are driven by exogenous changes in the shares of
extensive and intensive human capital in �nal output production, that is ,
which will be discussed in the next section. For the comparative statics ex-
periments studied, it is enough to have an understanding of the relationship
between the technological parameter  and the relative prices of extensive
and intensive human capital. In order to �nd the equilibrium relationship
between  and (pE=pI), the implicit function theorem is applied. To do this,

the term G =
�
E
I

�
D
�
�
E
I

�
S
= 0 is derived partially with respect to  and

(pE=pI), since the negative ratio of these partial derivatives gives the desired
implicit relation. Straightforward calculations reveal that, for all possible
parameter constellations, the implicit relation is positive in equilibrium:21

d(pE=pI)

d
> 0 (11)

Hence, if due to one of the reasons discussed in the next section, the
share of versatility in �nal output production  increases, the relative price
of versatility goes up as well in equilibrium.

Note that, if in this formulation a shock increases the share of abstract
knowledge in �nal output production, it thus increases the price of abstract
knowledge pE. The opposite happens to the share and thus the price of
applied knowledge: it decreases. This is, at least empirically, an undesirable
feature of the model.22 However, it is just an innocuous simpli�cation in
order to keep things a simple as possible. By introducing a shift parameter
(like TFP) which grows constantly over time in eq. 9, the discussed price
changes are no more absolute, but relative as both factor prices grow over
time, albeit at di�erent rates depending on , which reconciles the model's
behavior again with the empirical evidence.

3 Changes in Earnings Inequality

The set-up presented in the last section lends itself readily to a comparative
static analysis of the impact of technological shocks on income inequality.
This section describes the nature of the shocks considered, and singles out
the e�ect of the shocks on the equilibrium allocations and individual in-
comes.

3.1 Forces Driving Changes in Inequality

The model tries to line out a connection between inequality and changes in
the relative demand for di�erent types of human capital, which are more

21Since: @G
@

= 1
(1�)2

( pE
pI
)�� > 0 and @G

@(pE=pI)
= @(E=I)D

@(pE=pI)
�

@(E=I)S
@(pE=pI )

< 0.
22Note that this e�ect is also present in the models of Caselli (1999) and Galor and

Moav (2000).
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subtle than plain "skill bias". It is therefore deliberately vague and agnostic
about the actual causes of these changes. One can think of several reasons
for shocks to the relative shares of extensive and intensive human capital,
.

Technological changes like increasing computerization of all sorts of oc-
cupations or the invention and subsequent adoption of new General Pur-
pose Technologies (compare Helpman (1999), Aghion and Howitt (1998)
and Aghion, Howitt and Violante (2000)) might increase the role played by
abstract knowledge in the production process and in turn reduce the role of
(manual or mechanical) applied knowledge.

Organizational changes and restructuring e�orts have received increasing
interest recently (compare Aghion et al. (1999) for an overview and Lind-
beck and Snower (2000) for a recent model). The argument is that �rms
move from Tayloristic to more holistic workplace structures, including at-
ter hierarchies, more team-based working, and involving higher individual
responsibilities, so that individual versatility and intellectual exibility be-
come ever more important for �rms. Thesmar and Thoenig (2000) provide
an endogenous growth model in which growth, market volatility and orga-
nizational choice a�ect each other, increasing the demand for skilled labor if
organizations are atter. Moebius (2000) provides a model of secular tech-
nological change, in which the structure of product markets, in particular
uncertainty and unpredictability, induce �rms to adjust their organizational
structure and thus their skill requirements.

Increasing levels of interregional and international trade and higher open-
ness might lead to globalization pressures along the lines of traditional trade
models, that is a reduction in the importance of capital and productivity
related human capital, favoring more "innovational", abstract knowledge
biased human capital.

One could come up with many more examples why the share of extensive
human capital could go up (and have gone up in reality in recent years). On
the other hand, the model is also exible enough to encompass "Tayloristic"
shocks, like the introduction of the assembly line and more standardized
production processes, leading to an increase in the share of intensive human
capital (fall in ).

3.2 Changes in Inequality

In order to make any statements on inequality, let inequality be the ratio of
total incomes earned by the group of individuals endowed with the highest
ability (above a threshold of (1� h) % of the maximal ability �a, henceforth
called high-income class) to those earned by the group of lowest ability
(below l�a, the low-income class): 23

23It is clear from the set-up that higher ability necessarily translates into higher income.
The measure is chosen for explanatory reasons and because it is a general formulation
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R =

R �a
h�a yjdajR l�a
0 yjdaj

(12)

For the sake of simplicity, assume for the moment that the thresholds
l and (1 � h) are such that all members of the low income group supply
applied, all members of the high income group supply abstract knowledge.24

The inequality measure then simply�es to:

R =

R �a
h�a pEEjdajR l�a
0 pIIjdaj

(13)

It is worthwhile noting that in the model at hand "within" and "between"
group inequality in the conventional sense are equivalent, since the schooling
endowment is homogeneous. The groups di�ering in the type of human
capital they produce are not di�erent in the sense of "high skilled" and "low
skilled", and therefore the groups in the model are not comparable with the
concepts of groups in the conventional sense (skilled and unskilled), which is
also used in empirical studies. If anything, the model presented lends itself
more naturally to the explanation of within group inequality. However,
if groups are de�ned in the ability space, the results to be shown will be
qualitatively the same for within and between group inequality.

Now the ground is laid to perform the comparative static exercises that
lead to the central results of the paper: First, consider an increase in the
share of extensive human capital in output production. As a consequence,
the (relative) price of extensive human capital will increase in equilibrium,
triggering a supply reaction in the form of a decreased threshold value a�.
This means that some individuals who otherwise would have acquired ap-
plied knowledge, now produce abstract knowledge. This �rst result can be
summarized:

Proposition 1 An increase in the share of extensive human capital in �nal
aoutput production, , has the following e�ects:

� In equilibrium, the relative price of extensive to intensive human cap-
ital, (pE=pI), is higher.

� The total supply of extensive human capital is higher, the total supply
of intensive human capital is lower.

similar to the measures used in empirical work. The choice of the inequality measure is
not crucial for the results of the model, which could be shown with any common measure,
at the cost of some mathematical complications.

24This assumption is made for expository convenience. It will become clear that how the
thresholds are chosen does not a�ect the results (and hence it is not essential whether also
applied knowledge producers enter the high income class, or abstract knowledge producers
the low income class).
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Proof. The �rst point follows from eq. (11). For the second point,
remember that from footnote 19 and eq. (8): @a�

@(pE=pI)
< 0. The claim

follows from the fact that because of this threshold shift, some individuals
produce extensive instead of intensive human capital, but not the other way
around. QED.

The e�ect of this on inequality is twofold: Due to the price e�ects, sup-
pliers of extensive human capital gain relative to those supplying intensive
human capital as they receive more for what they have to o�er. Second, due
to the shift in the threshold, some individuals switch to extensive human
capital since they can increase their income by doing that. However, note
that this means that individuals endowed with high ability and thus high
incomes bene�t more from the change in  since they are those who supply
extensive human capital. In other words, an increase in the (relative) price
of abstract knowledge increases inequality by triggering more production
of abstract knowledge which is more ability intensive, thereby accentuating
heterogeneity in the society:

Proposition 2 An increase in  increases inequality.

Proof. Note that

@R

@(pE=pI)
=

@

@(pE=pI)

R �a
h�a pEEjdajR l�a
0 pIIjdaj

=
@

@(pE=pI)

pE
pI

R �a
h�aEjdajR l�a
0 Ijdaj

=

R �a
h�aEjdajR l�a
0 Ijdaj

> 0

To keep track of changes in the structure of human capital supply, con-
sider the measure of eq.(12) instead of eq. (13). If the threshold a� > h�a,
from Prop. 1 and footnote 19, a� decreases, thus increasing the income of
switchers from applied to abstract knowledge, so inequality increases. If
a� < l�a, a� decreases, so members of the low income class bene�t from the
increase in , but due to their smaller endowments by less than those in the
high income class, so inequality increases unambiguously. QED.

4 The Impact of Education

As the title suggests, the aim of the paper is to show how the education
system a�ects the inequality outcome. In this section, two di�erent channels
are examined through which this might happen. They are complementary
explanations and can both be justi�ed empirically and intuitively. In both
cases, the results from the preceding section are taken as a benchmark.
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4.1 Heterogeneity in the Provision of Schooling Endowments

Consider an economy in which schooling sj is provided inequally to individ-
uals. For simplicity, let there be two levels of schooling provision, high (sH)
and low (sL) with sH > s > sL, equivalent to good (rich) and bad (poor)
neighborhoods or states providing schooling endowments.25 Further, as-
sume that these are distributed uniformly over the population, and that the
average schooling endowment per individual is the same as in the bench-
mark case. Ceteris paribus, the decision parameters remain the same as
above, leading to di�erent education decisions for people of identical ability
- depending on their schooling endowment. In particular, take two clones
of identical ability: The one endowed with better schooling (sH) faces a
higher threshold for producing abstract knowledge. This means that, un-
der good schooling provision, some individuals produce applied knowledge,
while they would produce abstract knowledge if they would be endowed with
poor schooling. However, those with high schooling earn higher incomes in
any case, since their overall endowments are higher. The e�ects on inequal-
ity are easily deducted: the results from above remain true. However, since
highly able people gifted with good schooling endowments are the earners
of the highest incomes, while the least able endowed with bad schooling are
those earning the lowest incomes, it is intuitive, that inequality is higher if
schooling provision is heterogeneous.26

Proposition 3 Income inequality is higher if schooling is provided more
inequally.

Proof. Note that the earners of highest incomes own the highest endow-
ments, and vice versa. Let EH

j and Ej be extensive human capital produced

by individual j using sH or s, respectively, and ILj (Ij) intensive human

capital using sL (s). Since sH > s > sL, EH
j > Ej and ILj < Ij Without

loss of generality, choose l and h such that RHL = pE
pI

R �a

h�a
EH
j dajR l�a

0
ILj daj

. But then:

RHL > R = pE
pI

R �a

h�a
EjdajR l�a

0
Ijdaj

. QED.

Proposition 4 The increase in inequality prompted by an increase in the
share of extensive human capital, , is larger in the economy in which school-
ing is provided less equally to the population.

Proof. Note that from Prop. 1 and eq. (11), @R@ /
@R

@(pE=pI)
. But

@RHL
@(pE=pI)

=

R
EH
j dajR
ILj daj

>

R
EjdajR
Ijdaj

= @R
@(pE=pI)

QED.

25In what follows, also symmetry is assumed, that is: sH � s = s� sL.
26For a graphical illustration, compare Fig. 2.
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Clearly, these results hinge on the assumption about the structure of het-
erogeneity in schooling provision. Arguably, uniform distribution of school-
ing is an innocuous assumption. However, it is intuitively clear that the
more realistic assumption of a positive correlation of ability and schooling
endowment (e.g. ghettos versus promotion of highly talented in elite insti-
tutions) would even reinforce the e�ects described above.

4.2 Education Technology

Another channel through which education a�ects labor market outcomes is
more subtle: What makes the di�erence is how endowments are transformed
into human capital. This "how" refers to more qualitative di�erences be-
tween education systems like curricula, the type and variety of schools and
courses available and the number of alternative educational carreers an indi-
vidual can choose from. To illustrate these di�erences, the stylized US and
the German systems are discussed in the following subsection.

In terms of the model, di�erences in the way how ability and schooling
are transformed into intensive and extensive human capital are introduced in
the most simple way, namely by assigning di�erent values to the technology
parameters. To be more precise, denote the parameters of this modi�ed
economy with a prime27, and make the assumptions that

Assumption 1. �0 < �, and
Assumption 2. (�0 � �0) < (�� �):
These assumptions simply state that ability's contribution in the produc-

tion of extensive human capital is smaller in this economy, extensive human
capital is not as ability-intensive in production. And that both production
sectors do not di�er as much in the use of inputs as in the formerly dis-
cussed economy. In other words, the schooling system allows relatively less
able people to acquire extensive human capital at lower opportunity cost
as compared to the benchmark economy. The economies are identical with
respect to all other features.

The highly able bene�t less from a (relative) increase in the price of
extensive human capital than in the �rst economy. To see this, take the
most able individual. In the �rst economy, his income would be pEE(a),
while his clone in the second he would earn pEE

0(a), given identical prices
pE in both economies. Therefore, the income di�erence between the two is
pE(E(a)�E0(a)) = pE(���0)(a� s). Whenever Premise 3 holds, the indi-
vidual belonging to the modi�ed economy earns less, therefore also bene�ts
less from an identical increase in pE . Moreover, all individuals of ability
higher than s earn more in the �rst (more ability intensive) economy, if they
produce extensive human capital.28

27The parameters of the benchmark economy are denoted without a prime.
28This is due to the technological speci�cation. It is true irrespective of ability, if the

schooling parameter is not related to �, see below.
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Proposition 5 Assuming an identical human capital supply structure, in-
equality is lower in the economy in which the education technology uses abil-
ity less intensively (i.e. under Assumptions 1 and 2).

Proof. First note that pE=pI is the same in both economies. Stick-
ing with the notational convention of a prime, the di�erence in inequality

becomes: R0�R = (pEpI )[

R �a

h�a
E0

jdajR l�a

0
I 0jdaj

�

R �a

h�a
EjdajR l�a

0
Ijdaj

] < 0 since E0

j < Ej for all indi-

viduals in the high income group due to Premise 3 and Ass.1 and conversely
for the low income group due to Ass. 2. QED.

Note that it is also straightforward to show that @R
@� is positive as long

as (1+h)
2 �a > s which is a slightly stronger requirement than Premise 3, as

it has to hold for any size of the high-ability group, (1 � h) (which means
taking the (1� h) of the population with highest ability). Just taking the
most able individual (h! 1), the condition reduces to Premise 3, as 2a

2 > s.
If the technologies are such that the marginal productivities of ability and
schooling are not inversely related (that is that, for example the technology
for abstract knowledge is Ej = �ajE+�sE where � 6= 1��), then the results
are valid even without need for a condition like Premise 3.

Proposition 6 Given an increase in  and hence the relative price of ex-
tensive human capital, the increase in inequality is larger in the economy in
which extensive human capital production is more ability intensive.

Proof. Given identical price reactions, @R0

@(pE=pI)
� @R

@(pE=pI)
=

R �a

h�a
E0

jdajR l�a

0
I 0jdaj

�

R �a

h�a
EjdaiR l�a

0
Ijdaj

< 0 due to Premise 3, and Ass. 1 and 2. QED.

4.3 Discussion

The di�erence in the education systems addressed in the preceding section
is best illustrated considering a (stylized) example of US and German edu-
cation systems: The US education system is best described by the notion
of a "one-size-�ts-all" system: Virtually every child goes to primary school,
then high school, and eventually to college. As opposed to that, Germany
is known for its dual track education system, in which individuals decide
after 9 and 10 years whether to drop out of school and start a two to three
year apprenticeship in a �rm, which implies on the job instruction and the
attendance of vocational schools for on average two days per week. If they
do not drop out of school, individuals receive three more years of general
classroom education before having the opportunity to either also do an ap-
prenticeship or go to one of the two types of universities: General university,
more aimed towards scienti�c curricula, or polytechnic (Fachhochschule), in
which science is taught at a more applied level and where a total of one
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year of internships in private companies are obligatory. Although this de-
scription of the two systems is excessively rough in order to emphasize their
di�erences, it seems to be in line with what can be observed in reality (see
Harho� and Kane (1997) for more information): In Germany, the percent-
age of the population without any kind of professional degree (university or
vocational) is well below 10%, while the numbers of university enrollment
are far smaller than those of the US. On the other hand, in the US, the
numbers of school drop-outs without professional degree is comparatively
high. Moreover, there is virtually no systematic training and instruction
scheme for those not continuing with college after completing high school.

What makes a big di�erence against the background of the previously de-
scribed set-up is that in Germany individuals have more alternatives among
which to choose their most preferred education attainment. This allows
them to indulge more in their talents and preferences, so even at low levels
of ability they can acquire knowledge they are particularly interested in,
or to specialize in �elds or occupations in which they have a comparative
advantage. The term "specialists" might be somewhat misleading. What is
transmitted in this more specialized educational alternatives is knowledge
on a �eld, not just a speci�c task. Speci�c education therefore is not mere
training of performing one assignment, but includes background knowledge
of the respective �eld, as well. The perfect example for "specialization" is
vocational training in Germany: A car mechanic is taught in such di�erent
�elds as practical car engineering, metallurgy, metal working, electronics,
mechanics, hydraulics, basic physics, English, basic management and law,
and the like. Thus, the curriculum is wide, but nevertheless in a way spe-
cialized on the particular �eld of car engineering. This argument is also
con�rmed by empirical �ndings on the transferability of skills acquired dur-
ing an apprenticeship, compare Clark (2000).

5 Tentative Evidence and Possible Extensions

5.1 Some Evidence

Empirical observations by and large support the view that di�erences in ed-
ucation and skills matter for inequality, and that di�erences in the education
systems in part account for the cross country di�erences.

The conjecture that technological innovations are changing skill require-
ments and therefore the relative wage structure is largely consistent with
empirical evidence.29 In an interindustry analysis using US micro data,
Bartel and Sicherman (1999) report that technological change and wages are
positively correlated and that the correlation between technological change
and the education premium is signi�cantly weakened once unobserved het-

29Compare Katz and Autor (1999) for an overview.
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erogeneity is controlled for. They suggest that this heterogeneity reects
innate ability, di�erences in schooling curricula, or the quality of schooling,
thus establishing the link central to the model presented.

Card and Krueger (1992) present evidence that a higher schooling en-
dowment as measured by pupil/teacher ratios, teacher quali�cation and the
like has a positive impact on returns to education, and therefore income
and (within group) earnings inequality. These results have recently been
con�rmed by Heckman et al. (1996).

The growing empirical literature on development accounting and human
capital measurement corroborates the idea presented. Hanushek and Kimko
(2000) and Woessmann (2000) �nd that di�erences in human capital quality
as measured by results from direct tests of cognitive skills explain a large
share of growth di�erences between countries. Hall and Jones (1999) docu-
ment the importance of social capital like education culture for growth.

Evidence suggests that within-group inequality in Germany seems to be
smaller in highly educated groups, which also happen to be high income
groups, than in groups with little education. This refutes the argument that
de-facto minimum wages or unionization were responsible for a compression
of an otherwise also much more unequal income distribution. In contrast to
the US and also most other European countries, the returns to education
in Germany are roughly the same across all income groups and have been
stable during the past 20 years.30 During the same period, the changes in
the return to education di�er substantially in the United States both across
income groups and through time.31 Nickell and Layard (1999) �nd strong
evidence that lower earnings inequality in some OECD countries, notably
Germany, as compared to the US is a consequence of a more compressed
distribution of human capital or "skills".

On the aggregate level, income inequality is strongly positively correlated
with inequality in observable skills, as reported by the OECD (2000b, Fig.
4.13). Skills are measured by the outcomes of literacy tests evaluating the
capability of understanding written text and performing quantitative exer-
cises conducted for the OECD International Adult Literacy Survey (IALS).32

Freeman and Schettkat (2001) construct a data set for the US and Germany
with comparable educational levels using disaggregated IALS data. They
argue that skills, as measured by test scores, as well as wages are more
compressed in Germany for comparable educational cohorts.33 Devroye and

30Telhado-Prereira and Silva-Martins (2000).
31Katz and Autor (1999).
32In particular, compare OECD (2000b), chapter 4. For a detailed description of the

IALS, see OECD (2000b), Annex A.
33Freeman and Schettkat (2001) conclude that the wage compression is not caused by

institutional wage setting and that therefore a dissolution of the latter would not boost
employment. Moreover, they �nd that the pool of unemployed in Germany has skill test
scores very similar to those of employed, in contrast to the US, where the unemployed
perform signi�cantly worse than the employed. This raises doubts about the conven-
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Freeman (2001) try to test the hypothesis that di�erences in earnings in-
equality can be explained by di�erences in the dispersion of skills across
countries and look at disaggregated data from four OECD countries. They
reject the hypothesis using a variance decomposition of earnings into skill
variance and unexplained inuences, and conclude that other phenomena
explain the bulk of inequality di�erences. However, despite their negative
conclusion, it seems that at least some of the inequality di�erences can be
traced back to inequality in skills. In turn, this suggests that di�erences in
the education system are at the heart of the matter, if comparable popu-
lation structures are assumed. Moreover, so far the relation between skill
dispersion and the change in earnings inequality has been neglected.34

In what follows, some evidence is presented, using aggregate data for
19 OECD countries on income inequality, several proxies for labor mar-
ket institutions (like union coverage, employment protection, wage setting
institutions etc.) and data on measured skills from the IALS.35 The ques-
tions to be addressed empirically are: (a) do proxies for the di�erences in
education and education systems have explanatory power for earnings in-
equality? (b) Can they explain changes in inequality? (c) Are there other
institutional di�erences or variables (like wage setting habits, employment
protection, unemployment, changes in unemployment) that explain better
the cross country di�erences in inequality and changes in inequality?

Due to the small sample size, simple OLS regressions are performed with
only a constant and one (maximally two) explanatory variable. In order to
be rather conservative with the conclusions from these experiments, the rel-
evant criterion to discriminate between alternative models is the respective
proportion of explained variation, R2.36 Eventually, nonparametric tests for
the correlation of the variables of interest are performed.37

The problem with an empirical strategy to test the theoretical model
directly is that the modeled di�erences in education systems lead to similar
predictions about observables. Since the model assumes identical population
structures across countries, especially with respect to ability endowments
and schooling, di�erences in the distribution of measurable skills must be

tional wisdom that wages in Germany are arti�cially compressed and through this cause
unemployment.

34Devroye and Freeman (2001) only look at cross country di�erences in levels of inequal-
ity, not on the di�erent changes of inequality and their determinants.

35The data are taken from OECD (1996, 2000a, 2000b), and Blanchard and Wolfers
(2000), and are available from the author on request.

36It turns out that because of the small sample size, the hypothesis that the residuals are
normally distributed must be rejected on the 10 % level. Hence it would be a very strong
requirement to impose normally distributed errors as is done implicitly if t-values are
interpreted. Nevertheless, in the results, t-values are reported for additional information.

37Wilcoxon matched-pairs signed rank test and Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, checking the
hypothesis that the distributions of changes in inequality of two groups separated by the
educational inequality outcome are identical.
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attributed to di�erent education systems.38 The explanatory variable used
is therefore the share of the population scoring less than 3 in a scale from
1 to 5, where 5 is the highest possible score, in internationally comparable
tests of quantitative literacy undertaken on representative samples of indi-
viduals aged 16 to 65: ialsq.39 A test score of 3 is considered to be the
minimum requirement to "cope with the demands of everyday life and work
in a complex, advanced society. It denotes roughly the skill level required
for successful secondary school completion and college entry. It requires the
ability to integrate several sources of information and solve more complex
problems." (OECD, 2000b, p. xi). For the implications of the theoretical
model to be tested empirically, this seems to be a relevant proxy, since it
captures simultaneously the dispersion of skills and a reference to a level of
skills after completing education.40

Some regression results for the level of total earnings inequality measured
by the logged ratio of the 90th to the 10th percentile income for 1994(rt94 ),
and of the change of earnings inequality 1984-1994 (dr) and for males 1989-
1995 (d5rm) as dependent variables are presented in Figure 3. Besides the
share of low skill test results (ialsq) and the mean of test results (ialsmean),
also other institutional variables are included as regressors:41 Coordination
of employers and unions in wage setting (coord), union density (uden), em-
ployment protection (protect). In order to account for potential alternative
explanations for cross country di�erences discussed in the literature, vari-
ables like the level of and the change in the aggregate capital stock (k94 and
dk) or unemployment rate (u1993 and du) are included.42 Figures 4 and 5
present scatter plots of levels and changes in inequality on skill inequality,

38Empirical evidence supports the assertion of identical levels of schooling endowments:
for OECD countries, public expenditure as portion of GDP and per capita is roughly
comparable across countries, see OECD (2000a). In the example of US and Germany,
spending on education in per capita terms as well as in terms of GDP or as share of total
public spending is even higher in the US ((OECD, 2000a, pp. 43-50). Also, the ratio of
teaching sta� relative to students is higher in the US for all educational levels (OECD,
2000a, pp. 115-118), as is instruction time per year in total and in maths (OECD, 2000a,
p. 237). The distribution of expenditure on education as of private and direct public
payments are almost identical in the US and Germany (OECD, 2000a, p. 60). Moreover,
Freeman and Schettkat (2001) report that the mean level of schooling (standard deviation
of schooling) is 13.5 (2.35) years in the US compared to 12.9 (2.43) years in Germany,
and that the per capita employment in the education sector in the US is higher than in
Germany.

39The data are taken from the IALS results for quantitative literacy, OECD (2000b).
Using the quantitative test reduces problems due to language pro�ciency di�erences related
to di�erences in the ethnic structures of the countries under study.

40Note that only taking the dispersion like Devroye and Freeman (2001) is less adequate,
since information on the structure of human capital in a country is lost which is relevant
for the question of how technological or organizational shocks a�ect inequality.

41Mostly taken from Blanchard and Wolfers (2000).
42This is just a selection of the variables exhibiting the highest explanatory power.

Results for a larger set of variables are available upon request.
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which clearly exhibiting a positive relationship.43

It would be bold to draw strong conclusions from these experiments.
What can be claimed, though, is that di�erences in measurable skills across
countries seem to matter, and especially di�erences in the equality of skill at-
tainment. It is remarkable that these measures explain consistently more of
the cross country variation in inequality and in particular inequality changes
than other labor market institutions which have been studied in the litera-
ture. These �ndings are robust with respect to the use of the precise measure
of skills, inequality and the choice of alternative institutional proxies used.
The frequently mentioned argument that inequality and unemployment are
two sides of the same coin is not supported by the data, at least not on the
aggregate level. Finally, the hypothesis that two groups of countries, sepa-
rated by inequality in test results (ialsq), share an identical development in
inequality (dr, d5rm), can be rejected on the 3% level using the Wilcoxon
signed rank test.44 The separation can be inferred from Fig. 4 and 5, divid-
ing the countries into two groups of equal size according to their ialsq-value.
This result suggests that there is a strong systematic relationship between
the change in earnings inequality and the dispersion of knowledge in the
population, and supports the validity of the regression analysis.

5.2 Related Results and Extensions to the Model

Remark 1. Letting individuals produce both types of human capital si-
multaneously using any mix of the inputs at their disposal, instead of letting
them produce only either one or the other, would not change the results:
Due to the additive separability of the technologies, everybody would em-
ploy all his schooling endowment in acquiring intensive human capital and
all ability in extensive human capital. The supply e�ect after a price change
would be lost, but there would still be a unique equilibrium and the results
on inequality would be qualitatively the same. All the e�ects can be gen-
erated with the possibility of simultaneous production, if a more general
speci�cation is chosen, in particular if inputs are essential in both technolo-
gies. This is done in an appendix available from the author, where all results
are shown to be robust in a much more general framework.

Remark 2. An interesting experiment that one could think of would be
to compare implications of the di�erent education systems on equality with
those on e�ciency. In other words, it might be the case that a system in
which ability is very important for human capital, total income generated

43There seems to be a negative relationship between test results and labor force partic-
ipation in the sense that individuals scoring low (below 3) also participate less. However,
this is a consistent pattern across all countries, not explaining cross country di�erences in
the levels of participation of individuals. See OECD(2000b).

44Performing these nonparametric tests does not require any distributional assumptions
on residuals.
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might be higher. Assume an education technology in which ability and
schooling intensity are not related: Ej = �ajE + �sE and Ij = �ajI + �sI .
Then not only inequality is higher in an economy with, ceteris paribus,
higher �, but also total aggregate income is higher. Thus, the structure
of the education system could be interpreted as the outcome of a policy
decision, with the outcome depending on whether equality or e�ciency has
a higher weight in the government's objective function.45

Remark 3. With respect to the robustness of the results it is worth-
while mentioning that only the assumptions about the intensity of the pro-
duction processes are crucial for the results. Arguably, the assumption that
schooling is relatively more e�cient in building up applied knowledge while
abstract knowledge is more ability-intensive, seems not too far fetched and
counterintuitive. With respect to the concept of inequality, the results are
robust. The results is equivalent to the result for the wage ratio index used
by Aghion, Howitt and Violante (2000) independent of whether one assumes
that the most and the least able individuals were producing I and E simul-
taneously, or that individual a specializes in extensive human capital and
the least able person is intensive human capital specialist or any other rea-
sonable combination. It should be obvious, that also Gini-coe�cients or
Lorenz-curves would lead to the same results.

The implicit assumption of a uniform ability distribution instead of an
arguably more realistic normal or lognormal distribution with more mass
at some intermediate ability levels, is innocuous and does not change the
qualitative results. The advantage of using the uniform is that it greatly
facilitates the aggregation since the integrands do not have to be weighted
by their density.

Finally, the form of the �nal output production function is not crucial
for the results, as long as it pins down a unique input price ratio solving
the model and allows for factor biased shocks, that is shocks that a�ect the
relative input prices.

Remark 4. A point frequently made in the discussion about di�er-
ent inequality and unemployment outcomes in the US and Europe is that
inequality in the US is just the counterpart of the German unemployment
problem. However, as seen above, there is little empirical support for this.
German unemployment is concentrated mainly among the older workforce,
the former holders of nowadays outdated jobs, for example in steel, coal and
shipbuilding industries, and not so much among the young. In contrast, the
inequality in the US a�ects mostly the young who enter the labor market.

Remark 5. The result that the more specialized economy, Germany,
should exhibit less inequality seems paradoxical at �rst sight. However, this
reects the idea that the schooling system allows for bene�cial specialization,

45Note that this somewhat contradicts the evidence that on average countries with less
inequality in skills also exhibit higher GDP per capita, see OECD (2000a, p. 80).
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that helps the less able to cultivate and exploit their relative advantages,
therefore somewhat reducing the e�ects of naturally given heterogeneity.
The schooling system allows also the less able to build abstract knowledge
in certain �elds, and therefore makes them less vulnerable to shocks biased
towards abstract knowledge. In contrast, the "one-size-�ts-all" US system
contains less of this insurance e�ect for the less able. A feature not dis-
cussed in this framework is the potentially higher risk of the specialists in
(some type of) extensive or intensive human capital to be hit by an adverse
shock to their particular �eld. In the model this case is not considered since
extensive and intensive human capital are homogeneous concepts. Impedi-
ments to switch within extensive human capital to other �elds could cause
unemployment due to obsoleteness of certain types of human capital. In
other words, schooling may insure less able persons with respect to "ability-
biased" shocks in the form of increasing importance of extensive human
capital, but not against very asymmetric shocks, a�ecting particular facets
of extensive human capital. It would be desirable to incorporate this feature
in the model by specifying extensive human capital as within certain �elds
or sectors. Still, the basic argument of the model would hold, namely that
the German system allows also less able individuals to build up extensive
human capital, at least within some �eld if not in general.

6 Conclusion

This paper develops a model of human capital accumulation emphasizing
individual heterogeneity with respect to innate ability, and multidimension-
ality of human capital, namely extensive and intensive human capital. In
order to sell human capital on the labor market, both varieties have to
be produced by individuals using their endowments of ability and school-
ing. Extensive human capital depends more heavily on innate ability. If,
through some technological innovation or external shock, extensive human
capital becomes more valuable for �rms, individuals devote more resources
to its production, to the cost of intensive human capital. The reward for
ability is driven up, thus accentuating heterogeneity and enlarging inequal-
ity. If a schooling system weakens the direct link between extensive human
capital and ability, the e�ect of an increase in the price of extensive human
capital on inequality is also smaller.

The model is broadly in line with the empirical evidence on earnings
inequality in industrialized countries, produces a supply reaction to relative
demand shocks, and can account for very di�erent experiences within the
same framework.

From the policy perspective, the results are of practical relevance since,
for example, the currently discussed reform of the German education system
towards a more "americanized" system putting more weight on individual
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ability might very well have the side e�ect of increasing income inequality.
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